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Abstract. In this paper we propose a new probabilistic Fair Exchange
Protocol which requires no central Trusted Third Party. Instead, it relies
on a virtually distributed and decentralized Trusted Third Party which
is formalized as a Guardian Angel: a kind of Observer e.g. a tamper
proof security device. We thus introduce a network model with Pirates
and Guardian Angels which is well suited for Ad Hoc networks.
In this setting we reduce the Fair Exchange Problem to a Synchronization
Problem in which honest parties need to eventually decide whether or
not a protocol succeeded in a synchronous way through a hostile network
which does not guaranty that sent messages will be eventually received.
This problem can be of independent interest in order to add reliability
of protocol termination in secure channels.
Key words: Fair Exchange, Security Module, Synchronization, Distributed
Systems.
1 Introduction
In the Fair Exchange problem, two participants A and B wish to exchange
items kA and kB in a fair way, i.e. such that either both participants receive
the expected item, or nobody can obtain anything valuable. In addition to the
fairness property, we generally require that a fair exchange protocol should obey
the following properties:
– Completeness: the exchange always succeeds when the involved partici-
pants behave honestly.
– Timeliness: the participants always have the ability to reach, in a finite
amount of time, a step in the protocol where they can fairly stop the ex-
change.
The completeness property avoids the trivial fair protocol where no informa-
tion at all is exchanged. On the other hand, protocols with infinite commu-
nication complexity are avoided by the timeliness property. With regard to
the fairness property, literature brings a lot of general or specific definitions
[16,22,23,26,29,36,37].
The basic exchange scheme, where the participants send their items one after
the other, is obviously unfair: neither A and B would like to be first to send its
item since the first receiver can disrupt the protocol without sending its own
item.
Non-perfect fair exchange protocols were proposed in the early eighties in
order to decrease the unfairness, involving a complexity cost in term of exchanged
messages. These gradual protocols are based on the following scheme: each entity
alternatively transmits successive bits of the item to exchange until the last bit
of each item was sent (the lengths of the items are supposedly equal). (See for
example [8,10,11,25,30].) In order to improve this kind of protocol, fractions of
bits can be transmitted instead of real bits [31,32]. When the protocol aborts
and one party receives the exchanged item, the a posteriori computation of the
missing bits is made possible to the other party by the protocol. This induces
a computation cost. Hence, real fairness of gradual protocols relies on A and B
having approximately the same computational power.
The introduction of perfect fairness in these protocols faces to the impossi-
bility result of Even-Yacobi [13], without the help of third parties.
One can achieve perfect fairness with the help of a Trusted Third Party
(TTP) in the scheme. The first proposed protocols used an on-line Trusted
Third Party which assures the fairness during the exchanges. The main drawback
with this kind of protocol is that it creates a communication bottleneck: TTP
must interfere at least once during the protocol. A great improvement of TTP
protocols is to use off-line Trusted Third Party. Asokan introduced the notion of
optimistic fairness where the TTP is required only in case of dispute. (See e.g.
[1,2,3,4,5,24,28,29,33].) The efficiency of this approach relies on the fact that the
environment is mostly honest.
Even if there exists a great body of literature on fair exchange, only one fair
exchange protocol, up to our knowledge, tries to take advantage of the presence
of security modules [34,35] to enforce fairness, by devising an optimistic fair
exchange protocol for electronic commerce. We briefly describe it here. In this
protocol, four entities interfere in the exchange: the client, his security module
(e.g. a smart card), the vendor (which does not have security module), and
the vendor’s bank (which is called only in case of conflict). The sketch of the
protocol is the following. (1) The vendor sends the item and its description to
the client’s security module. (2) The client sends the payment and the expected
item’s description to his security module. (3) After checking item and payment,
the security module sends the payment to the vendor. (4) Finally, if the payment
is correct, then the vendor must send a payment acknowledgment to the security
module, and then later gives the expected item to the client. If the vendor does
not send the acknowledgment (he already has the payment), the bank is called
in order to restore the fairness. Thus this falls into the optimistic fair exchange
protocols category which requires an (off-line) TTP and the assumption that
vendors are mostly honest.
All those protocols rely on the assumption that both parties can have ac-
cess to the TTP though a channel which achieves timeliness: any request to
the TTP gets addressed, eventually. This is quite a strong assumption, for in-
stance in mobile systems where an adversary may control all communications
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in one network cell. In some environments, like mobile ad hoc networks [19,20],
introducing a timely-available unique Trusted Third Party is not desirable nor
possible; therefore optimistic protocols are not suitable. We rather concentrate
on a Chaum et Al.’s observer-based third party. We assume that all participants
have one timely-available observer (e.g. a smart card). The originality of this
model for fair exchange is that one party may not be able to contact the ob-
server of another party though a timely channel. We can still propose a protocol
which ensures probabilistic fairness, without centralized Trusted Third Party,
and without assumption on the participants’ computational power.
This paper is organized as follow: in Section 2 we first describe the Synchro-
nization Problem, design a probabilistic protocol — the Keep-in-Touch (KiT)
Protocol — and analyze it. Section 3 addresses the fair exchange problem in the
Pirates and Guardian Angels model. Section 4 illustrates this protocol bringing
applications to the Mobile Ad Hoc Networks. We finally conclude.
2 Synchronization Protocol
2.1 Security Model
In this part, we consider two participants A and B who want to achieve a secure
transaction in a fair way through a malicious network N . In our model we assume
that A and B are able to communicate through two secure channels (one from A
to B, the other from B to A) providing confidentiality, integrity, authentication,
and sequentiality.
– Confidentiality ensures that the message is kept secret from any third
party.
– Integrity ensures that the message cannot be modified by any third party.
– Authentication ensures that no third party can insert a forged message in
the channel.
– Sequentiality ensures that at any time, the sequence of messages which
were received by one party was equal at some time to the sequence of mes-
sages which were sent by the other party in the same ordering. In particular,
no messages can be replayed, erased, or swapped by any third party.
Note that one important security property is missing in the channel: timeliness.
Actually, some sent messages can never reach their final destination. Therefore,
the only way for a malicious man-in-the-middle N to make the protocol fail is to
stop transmitting messages in one direction or another by cutting the channel.
Hence our adversarial model for N is a malicious algorithm which decides to cut
one channel at some time, or the two channels at the same or at different times.
Due to the confidentiality property, the choice on when to cut channels cannot
depend on the content of the messages, but only on the number of exchanged
messages.
Here is an example of a secure communication channel from A to B. Let m
be the message to send and seq a sequence number which is incremented each
time after a message is sent.
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A: increase seq by 1
encrypt m for B
authenticate (B, seq,ENCB(m))
A→ B: transmission of AUTA(B, seq,ENCB(m))
B: check the identity B
check the authentication from A
check seq = previous seq + 1
set previous seq ← seq
decrypt ENCB(m)
Here ENCB(m) meansm encrypted for B and AUTA(m) meansm authenticated
by A. This kind of secure channel can be implemented, for instance by using the
SSL/TLS protocol [12].
2.2 Synchronization Problem
We focus here on the synchronization problem1 which is defined as follows.
Definition 1. A synchronization protocol between A and B is a protocol which
eventually ends with A and B on two possible terminal states: either success
or failure. We say that the protocol is
1. complete if A and B always end on the success state when there is no
malicious misbehavior;
2. non-trivial if either A or B cannot end on the success state without re-
ceiving at least one message;
3. fair if A and B always end on the same state even in case of misbehavior;
4. timely if A and B eventually end.
We say that the protocol is perfectly fair when it follows all these properties.
When it is not perfectly fair, we define two measures of unfairness.
– Pa (probability of asynchronous termination) is the maximum of the proba-
bility that the protocol ends on an unfair state over all possible misbehavior
of N .
– Pc (probability that crime pays) is the maximum of the conditional probability
that the protocol ends on an unfair state conditioned on N deviating from
the protocol over all possible misbehavior of N .
We recall that we are interested here in honest participants A and B who commu-
nicate through an untrusted network but can establish a channel which achieves
confidentiality, integrity, authentication, sequentiality, but not timeliness. Per-
fect fair protocols are impossible in this setting. This motivates our measures for
unperfect protocols.
1 This is equivalent to the well known Non-Blocking Atomic Commitment problem in
the fault-tolerance literature [17,18].
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Note that there is a tricky distinction between Pa and Pc as will be shown
in the sequel. The Pa gives confidence to A and B in the fairness of the protocol
while Pc gives measures the incentive for a misbehavior.
In order to illustrate the synchronization problem, let’s consider the TLS
protocol. In TLS 1.0 [12], the client and the server have to close some connections
during the execution of a session. To achieve this task, “the client and the server
must share knowledge that the connection is ending in order to avoid a truncation
attack” [12]. A quite simple procedure is proposed in [12] which consists in
sending a close notify message from the initiator to the other party. This
prevents from opening new connections in the session until the close notify
is properly acknowledged. If the session goes on with new connections it means
that the closed connections was fair. This scheme is however not standard and
obviously lacks of fair termination, at least for the very last connection. Here
fairness of non-terminal connections is guaranteed by the fact that the client and
the server keep-in-touch. To keep-in-touch is actually the key idea to solve the
synchronization problem.
2.3 Keep-in-Touch Protocol
Our Keep-in-Touch protocol, depicted on Fig. 1, is a quite simple synchronization
protocol: the initiator of the protocol picks a random number C which says
how many messages will be exchanged. In case of time-out while expecting a
message, a participant ends into a failure state. One can notice that, except the
first message, the exchanged messages are really empty ones! The participants
just keep-in-touch by exchanging sequential authenticated empty messages.
A N B
m1=[C]−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
m2=[∅]←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
m3=[∅]−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
...
Succeed
mC−1=[∅]←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
mC=[∅]−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Succeed
Fig. 1. Keep-in-Touch (KiT) Protocol
Termination side channel protection. In the case that N has access to a side
channel saying whether A or B ended in some terminal state, we propose that
after the required number of exchanges, the two participants wait for a timeout
τ then decide that they succeeded. This extra time prevents a malicious N from
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trying to get a side channel from the behavior of the two participants within the
time-out interval.
Bit-messages variant. Instead of picking C once and sending it at the beginning
of the protocol, we can just ask each participant to toss a biased coin before
sending the ith message and sending the output bit in the message. A 0 bit
means “let’s keep-in-touch” and a 1 bit means “so long”. Obviously, if the bit is
1 with probability Pr[C = i/C ≥ i], this variant is fully equivalent to the above
protocol.
Since the channel provides confidentiality, the hackers have no clue what C is.
The integrity, authentication and sequentiality of messages is also protected, so
participants are ensured that (empty) messages were exchanged. The sequence
number also prevents from replay attacks. Therefore, the only misbehaving strat-
egy to end up the protocol in an unfair state is to end transmitting messages at
some point. If the first dropped message is not the last one, the two participants
will end up on a failure state. If it is the last one, the protocol becomes unfair.
In other cases, the protocol succeeds before the hackers decide to drop messages.
In the analysis of the protocol we will only discuss index number of the first
message that hacker drops and the chosen distribution for C.
2.4 Analysis of the KiT Protocol
Here we analyze the Keep-in-Touch Protocol depending on the distribution
choice for C.
Complexity. When A, B, andN are honest, the complexity in terms of exchanged
messages is exactly equal to C. When someone misbehaves by cutting channels,
the complexity is smaller, so we can just focus on C. We let pi be the probability
Pr[C = i]. By definition, the average complexity is
E(C) =
+∞∑
i=1
ipi.
Note that the communication and time complexities are linear in terms of C due
to the simplicity of the message contents and the computations to perform.
Completeness. Obviously, the protocol eventually succeeds with a complexity of
C when everyone is honest. Hence the protocol is complete.
Non-triviality. Obviously, the protocol fails if B does not receive C.
Fairness (Pa computation). We assume that N is willing to misbehave the ith
message, i.e. to cut the channel which is assumed to transmit this message. If
C < i then the misbehavior of N has no influence and the protocol succeeds.
If C > i, the participant who is expecting the ith message cannot send the
next one, so both participants are blocked and the protocol fails in a fair state.
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Clearly, the protocol is unfair if C = i, thus with probability pi. Therefore we
have
Pa = max
i
pi.
Fairness (Pc computation). With the same discussion we can show that the
above misbehavior has a conditional probability of success of Pr[C = i/C ≥ i].
Hence we have
Pc = max
i
pi∑
j≥i pj
.
Timeliness. Obviously, the protocol eventually ends due to the timeout man-
agement.
Theorem 2. The KiT Protocol is a complete, non-trivial and timely synchro-
nization protocol. Let p1, p2, . . . denote the probability distribution of C in the pro-
tocol. The expected complexity is E(C) =
∑+∞
i=1 ipi and the probability of unfair-
ness is Pa = maxi pi. The probability that the crime pays is Pc = maxi pi∑
j≥i pj
.
Example 3. For any n, when p1 = . . . = pn = 1n and pi = 0 for i > n we have an
expected complexity of E(C) = n+12 and a probability of unfairness of Pa =
1
n .
However we have Pc = 1 for i = n: if the strategy of N is not to forward the nth
message, then his risk is void since this is the last message for sure. Hence the
protocol is unfair with probability 1n but with no risk at all for Pirates.
Example 4. For any p, when pi = (1 − p)i−1p for i > 0 we have an expected
complexity of E(C) = 1p and a probability of unfairness of Pa = p. In this
case we also have Pc = p. The equivalent bit-messages variant is where each
participant flips a coin of distribution (1− p, p) in every step.
2.5 Optimal Distributions for the KiT Protocol
The distribution choice plays on the complexity and fairness parameters. Obvi-
ously there is a trade-off. The optimal case is studied in the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let p1, p2, . . . denote the probability distribution of C in the KiT
Synchronization Protocol. We have E(C) ≥ 12
(
1
Pa
+ 1
)
and E(C) ≥ 1Pc where
Pa and Pc are the highest probability of unfairness and that the crime pays
respectively.
This shows that Example 3 is the optimal case for Pa and that Example 4 is the
optimal case for Pc.
Proof. We want to minimize E(C) with Pa ≤ ε. It is equivalent to finding
p1, p2, . . . such that 0 ≤ pi ≤ Pa for all i,
∑
pi = 1, and
∑
ipi minimal.
Let ε be a probability smaller than Pa. Let n = b 1εc and α = 1ε −n. We have
α ∈ [0, 1[.
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Obviously
∑
ipi is minimal when the first pis are maximal, i.e. when p1 =
p2 = . . . = pn = ε. The sum of all remaining pi is equal to 1− nε. Thus we have
E(C) ≥ ε+ 2ε+ . . .+ nε+ (n+ 1)(1− nε).
Hence E(C) ≥ n(n+1)2 ε+ (n+ 1)(1− nε). If we substitute 1ε − α to n we obtain
E(C) ≥ 1
2
(
1
ε
+ 1
)
+ α+
αε
2
(1− α).
Since 0 ≤ α < 1 we have E(C) ≥ 12
(
1
ε + 1
)
. Since this holds for any ε ≤ Pa, it
holds for ε = Pa. This proves the first bound.
For the second bound we notice that
E(C) =
+∞∑
i=1
∑
j≥i
pj .
Since we have
∑
j≥i pj ≥ piPc by definition of Pc, we obtain that E(C) ≥ 1Pc . uunionsq
3 Fair Exchange with Observers
3.1 Fair Exchange Problem
Several (different) definitions for the fair exchange are available in the literature.
Most of them are context-dependent. For completeness we provide an informal
one for our purpose.
Definition 6. An exchange protocol between A and B is a protocol in which A
and B own some items kA and kB respectively and aim at exchanging them. We
say that the protocol is
1. complete if A gets kB and B gets kA at the end of the protocol when there
is no malicious misbehavior;
2. fair if its terminates so that either A gets kB and B gets kA (success ter-
mination), or A gets no information about kB and B gets no information
about kA (failure termination) even in case of misbehavior;
3. timely if A and B eventually end.
We say that the protocol is perfectly fair when it follows all these properties.
When the protocol is not perfectly fair, we define two measures of unfairness.
– Pa (probability of unfair termination) is the maximum of the probability that
the protocol ends on an unfair state over all possible misbehaviors.
– Pc (probability that crime pays) is the maximum of the conditional probability
that the protocol ends on an unfair state conditioned on someone deviating
from the protocol over all possible misbehaviors.
The fair exchange problem looks trivial when A and B are honest: they can
just exchange their items one after the other and commit to discard them if the
protocol fails. However, if timeliness is not guaranteed for the communication
channel, N can just discard the last message and the protocol becomes insecure
despite A and B being honest. We solve this here by using the synchronization
protocol.
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3.2 Security Model: Pirates and Guardian Angels
Our model, based on the notion of “observer” introduced by Chaum and Ped-
ersen [9], considers that both participants own a security module. Contrarily to
[9] we assume that the security modules are honest. For this reason, participants
and security modules are respectively named “Pirates” and “Guardian Angels”.
We describe now the properties of these entities.
We assume that the Pirates are powerful in the sense that they are able to
communicate with all other devices and their own Guardian Angel. We require no
assumption on the computational capabilities of the Pirates, in particular Pirates
can have very different capabilities. We have no assumption at all for the inter-
Pirates communication channels. In particular they can be totally insecure. On
the other hand, the Pirate-Guardian Angel communication channel is assumed to
be fully secure: it provides confidentiality, integrity, authentication, sequentiality,
and timeliness.
Guardian Angels fulfill the following requirements: they are tamper-proof,
that is any potential attacker could not have access to the stored data or change
the Guardian Angel’s behavior. Full access stays possible, but limited to some
authorized parties, e.g. for set up. Since the cost for making a tamper-proof
device increases steadily with its capabilities, we assume that Guardian Angels
are simple and limited devices: their computational and storage ability are low.
Moreover they have a single i/o port which is connected to their own Pirate only:
they have no other information source about the outside world. In particular we
will assume that they have no notion of time but a clock signal which is provided
by the pirate. From a practical point of view, Guardian Angels should be some
smart cards.
Obviously, Guardian Angels can play the role of a distributed trusted third
party. They can establish secure channels between them, providing confidential-
ity, integrity, authentication, and sequentiality. The originality of our model is
that those channels require the cooperation of Pirates, so we cannot assume time-
liness. Hence the inter-Guardian angels communication channels can be assumed
to correspond to the model of Section 2.
3.3 Fair Exchange with Two Guardian Angels
Let us denote P the Pirates and G the Guardian Angels. In this section we focus
on the fair exchange problem between PA and PB using GA and GB . Note that
this can be adapted in a straightforward way for the exchange problem between
PA and GB or between GA and GB .
If PA and PB wish to exchange kA and kB , they ask their Guardian Angels
for assistance. Then, GA simply sends kA to GB through their secure channel,
and GB transmits kB to GA. After the exchange itself, they perform a synchro-
nization by using the KiT Protocol. Then, if the protocol succeeded GA and GB
disclose the received items to the Pirates. This protocol is illustrated on Fig. 2.
To keep our protocol easily readable, some important issues are not depicted
on Fig. 2. Firstly, we assume that the Guardian Angels have means to check
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GA PA N PB GB
kA←−−−−−−− kB−−−−−−−→
[kA]−−−−−−−→ [kA]−−−−−−−→ [kA]−−−−−−−→
[kB ]←−−−−−−− [kB ]←−−−−−−− [kB ]←−−−−−−−
Synchronization Protocol
kB−−−−−−−→ kA←−−−−−−−
Fig. 2. Fair Exchange Protocol
that the received item is the expected one: Pirates can sent the descriptions
of the items to their Guardian Angel. Secondly, since items have an arbitrary
size and that Guardian Angels are assumed to have a limited storage facility,
we assume that the Guardian Angels forward the received item by encrypting
it on-the-fly with a freshly picked key. The key then takes place of the item in
the above protocol. Thirdly, the lack of timeliness in the synchronization should
be managed by timeouts. But since Guardian Angels are not assumed to have
internal clocks, timeouts should be yield by Pirates. Similarly, the end of the
synchronization protocol (at least for the Guardian Angel who sends the very
last message) should occur only after the Pirate yields a timeout by using the
termination side channel protection of the KiT Protocol since the Pirate can
detect his state from the behavior.
We give here the initiator’s Fair Exchange and Synchronization programs.
We assume that PA is the initiator of the exchange.
GA’s Synchronization Program
– send a random value C to GB
– while C > 0 do
• standby {wait for a message or a timeout}
• if a timeout from PA is received then the synchronization failed
• {a message from GB is received} decrement C
• if C = 0 then the synchronization succeeded
• send an message to GB and decrement C
– end while
– standby {wait for a timeout}
– the synchronization succeeded
GA’s Fair Exchange Program
– receive kA from PA
– establish a secure channel with GB through PA
– send kA to GB through the channel
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– receive kB from GB through the channel
– check kB , if incorrect, abort
– encrypt kB with a random secret key K
– send kB encrypted with K to PA
– execute the Synchronization Protocol
– if the synchronization failed then abort
– send K to PA
PA’s Fair Exchange Program
– send kA to GA
– forward messages between GA and PB for the channels between GA and GB
– if timeout then
• send timeout signal to GA
• if receive K then decrypt kB else the protocol failed
3.4 Analysis of our Protocol
Obviously, our fair exchange protocol inherits Theorems 2 and 5 from the KiT
Protocol.
Let us assume that we have a fair exchange protocol. We describe the follow-
ing synchronization protocol between A and B: they decide to exchange some
value. If the exchange succeeds, they enter into a success state. Otherwise, they
enter into a failure state. This is obviously a synchronization protocol which
inherits his parameters from the fair exchange protocol.
4 Applying to the Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
4.1 Applications
Current Mobile Networks rely on a heavy fixed infrastructure which connects
the users through relays. Installing such an infrastructure is often either too
expensive or technically impossible and hence some areas are not reachable. Ad
Hoc Wireless Networks mitigate this problem by allowing users to route data
through intermediate nodes: the network is furthermore self-organized and rely
on any established infrastructure anymore.
In such a network, cryptographic protocols cannot use on-line Trusted Third
Party for some obvious reasons. One can think that optimistic protocol may run
properly. Besides that using off-line Trusted Third Party does not come up to
the Mobile Ad Hoc Networks requirements, we cannot assume that most of the
nodes will be honest. Indeed, the nodes have to forward the packets of the other
ones to keep alive the community, but they will try to cheat as soon as possible in
order to save their battery life since forwarding packets have a substantial cost:
nodes will become selfish. Participants will have then to require the Trusted
Third Party in each transaction. On the other hand we cannot reasonably use
Gradual Fair Exchange Protocols since no assumption have been done on the
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computational power of the nodes: the latter could be mobile phones, but also
PDAs, laptops, etc.
Additionally, extreme case of fully self-organized networks aim at getting
rid of any central service. Our model is then fully relevant to this environment
since it achieves probabilistic fairness without Trusted Third Party, assuming
only that a secure channel between the Guardian Angels is available. Even if
economic and practical aspects are not fully designed yet, it makes sense to
imagine the following scenario. Some company builds and sells guardian angels
who becomes the virtually distributed TTP. This company (who was the net-
work provider in earlier wireless networks) simply makes community rules and
install an accounting service. Guardian Angels are responsible for community
rules enforcement and keep local accounting in their lifetime. When they ex-
pire, their successor keep track of accountings. Users can thus just buy and plug
Guardian Angels into their device in order to control fairness, security, account-
ing, services,... We can later imagine several Guardian Angels manufacturer with
specific trade exchange protocols.
As an application we can exchange an inexpensive service against a micropay-
ment with the protocol of Example 4 with p = 12 . The risk for both participants
is to loose small valuables, but with a probability bounded by 12 instead of a
probability which may be equal to 1.
4.2 Improvements
We would like to notice that, besides the exchanged messages during the syn-
chronization step are empty, the complexity of our protocol can be improved by
performing several parallelized Fair Exchanges and by factorizing the synchro-
nization steps: if A and B need to perform a new synchronization despite the
previous one is not finished, they can just merge the two KiT protocols into a
single one. If they need C1 remaining messages for the previous protocol to end
up and C2 messages for the new one to end up, they perform a protocol with
max(C1, C2) messages. The ith protocol will end up when Ci = min(C1, C2) mes-
sages will be exchanged. We have already implemented our protocol in a PDAs
network and so we have shown that our protocol is practicable [7]. This way the
synchronization protocol induces a constant overhead to serial Fair Exchange
Protocol.
Note that we can easily design a protocol which involves one Guardian Angel
instead of two. This will be detailed in the full paper version.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we first recalled the definitions and properties related to Fair Ex-
change Problem and described the main existent ways to achieve fairness. We
introduced then the Synchronization Problem devising such a Gradual Synchro-
nization Protocol and shown that the Fair Exchange Problem can be reduced to
the Synchronization Problem in our model based on Chaum et Al.’s observer.
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We designed in this model a Fair Exchange Protocol which provides arbitrarily
low unfairness. Our protocol does not require Trusted Third Party and does not
come up to computational power assumptions. Even if there exists a great body
of literature on Fair Exchange, our protocol is the first non-optimistic one taking
advantage of the presence of security modules. Finally, we analyzed the protocol
complexity, the probability of unfairness, but also the probability that an attack
could achieve.
We also introduced a communication network model with Pirates and Guardian
Angels. This model is well suited to Ad Hoc networks and may deserve future
research.
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